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INTRODUCTION

www.wordmeaning.org is an open and collaborative dictionary project that, apart from being able to consult meanings of
words, also offers its users the possibility of including new words or nuancing the meaning of existing words in it. As is
understandable, this project would be impossible to carry out without the esteemed collaboration of the people who
follow us around the world. This e-Book, therefore, was born with the intention of paying a small tribute to all our
collaborators.
Remigio Cedeño has contributed to the dictionary with 5 meanings that we have approved and collected in this small
book. We hope that the reader is very valuable and if you find it useful or want to be part of the project, do not hesitate to
visit our website, we will be delighted to receive you. 
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dimanas
It seems to me that it is the conjugation, in the second person, of dismantation, whose meaning has to do with
emanating, being born, originating.  .  .

dream team
In literal terms Dream Team means dream team, which in the sports field refers to an ideal team, difficult to assemble for
various reasons.  In this context the Event, project, aspiration or thing that is longed for or pursued is understood as a
dream despite being very unlikely to be carried out and thought of with pleasure.  For this reason it was called the first
American basketball team composed of some of the main figures of the NBA, who participated in the Olympics, as a
Dream Team or dream team. 

estar en la ruina
Being in ruins means being in a terrible economic situation; not possessing money to meet basic needs and without
immediate chanceof obtaining it.  .  .

plotear
plot is incorrectly written, and should be written as "Plot" being its meaning:<br>Before the massive use of the plotter for
printing of maps, in the field of geography is understood as plotting the representation ( drawing ) on a map or flat
elements whose coordinates are known. With the arrival of the plotter is gave a twist to the meaning of the word and is
now defined as such to the impressions of large size... for this last case, you should write the word in the following
manner: plot, to make it consistent with its root...

pro deudos
Mourner means relative or family member. Commonly used to designate the relatives of a deceased...


